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Abstract Recently, the term tensotaxis was proposed to

describe the phenomenon that tensile stress or strain affects

cell migration. Even so, less attention has been paid to the

effects of compressive stress on cell behavior. In this study,

by using an injection-molded method combined with

photoelastic technology, we developed residual stress

gradient-controlled poly-L-lactide discs. After culturing

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts on the stress gradient substrate, the

cell distributions for high- and low-stress regions were

measured and compared. Our results showed that there

were significantly more cells in the low-compressive stress

region relative to their high-stress analogs (p \ 0.05). In

addition, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts in the low-compressive

stress region expressed more abundant extensive filopodia.

These findings provide greater insight into the interaction

between cells and substrates, and could serve as a useful

reference for connective tissue development and repair.

Keywords PLLA � Fibroblast � Residual stress �
Substrate � Mechanotaxis

1 Introduction

Tissue engineering is a field that enhances biological

function at the tissue or organ level by replacing synthetic

or naturally derived biomaterials. For the process of tissue

engineering, a scaffold is made to provide a compatible

environment for cell growth. These extracellular substrates

not only serve as structural support for cells, but also

regulate cellular functions via cell adhesion [9]. Therefore,

many investigations focused their aims to develop new

strategies for improving the interaction between cells and

their extracellular environments.

It is well known that cell migration and locomotion are

important factors for evaluating the cell–substrate interac-

tion [15, 20, 21]. Traditionally, these cell behaviors

reportedly associate with biochemical (chemotaxis) and

extracellular matrix (ECM; haptotaxis) [23]. Recently, both

in vitro culture [14, 19] and mathematical models [5, 12,

20] were used to investigate the phenomenon of the

dependency of cell distribution on substrate rigidity. These

studies demonstrated that the substrate rigidity (mechano-

taxis) might be equally important for cellular migration and

proliferation [15, 23].

In 2000, Lo et al. reported for the first time that fibro-

blasts preferred to migrate toward stiffer regions of a

substrate. They termed this phenomenon durotaxis [19].

Recently, durotaxis was found in various cell types. For

example, neurons grown on softer, rather than stiffer,

substrates exhibit greater branching [13] and fibroblasts

and endothelial cells show a change in spread area on the

stiffer substrates [30]. In addition, altering mechanical

properties of ECM influenced a variety of cell functions

and caused differentiation of osteoblast phenotypes [16].

Similar findings were also reported by Engler et al., whose

results demonstrated that myoblasts spread and elongated
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more on stiffer substrates [11]. These mechanosensitive

activities, which can convert mechanical signals into

changes in cellular biochemistry, is because cells exert

stronger traction forces on stiffer than on softer substrates

when they are undergoing migration [14, 20, 27].

Recent studies demonstrated that cells can not only

sense the surface rigidity of a substrate, but also a variety

of mechanical properties, such as stresses and strains [4].

Experiments showed that stiffness and prestrain of a sub-

strate had the same effect on cell behavior [5, 23]. None-

theless, conceptually, rigidity and prestrain of a substrate

are not equivalent [23]. Accordingly, the prestrain effects

were termed tensotaxis, describing cell migration and

proliferation in favor of prestrained regions on a gradient-

controlled substrate [5, 23]. By culturing fibroblasts on

prestrained collagen gels with known repeatable tensile

loading, as calculated by finite element analysis, Eastwood

et al. found that fibroblasts changed their alignment to

follow the direction of the maximum principal strain of

their environments [10].

While residual stress can be a mechanical stimulator for

inducing bone remodeling [26], most in vitro studies of

tensotaxis focused on the effects of tensile strain on cell

behavior [3, 23], with not much attention paid to the effects

of compressive stress and strain [18]. In this study, a

residual stress-controlled poly-L-lactide (PLLA) substrates,

developed in our previous report [18], were used as sub-

strates. By seeding the fibroblasts on the substrates, the

effects of the compressive stress of the substrate on cell

behaviors were evaluated.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Substrate preparation

In this study, PLLA was selected as the substrate

material as it is wildly used for tissue reengineering [2,

25]. An injection-molding technique was used to develop

the residual stress-controlled PLLA substrates, as pro-

posed in our previous report [8]. Briefly, prior to injec-

tion molding, PLLA chips with a molecular weight

of 140 kDa (lot# 020301; BioTech One Ltd, Taipei,

Taiwan) were vacuum dried at 70�C overnight. All disc-

shaped specimens (14-mm diameter, 1-mm thickness),

with a circular mark (6-mm diameter, 0.05-mm height)

on the reverse side were manufactured using an auto-

matic injection-molding machine (Fig. 1a). The temper-

ature setting of the feed, compression and metering

sections were 170, 175 and 180�C, respectively. Injection

temperature is an important factor for the amount of

residual stress on the surface layer of a thin-walled part

during molding [28]. Therefore, we divided the PLLA

samples into three groups made with injection tempera-

tures of 170, 180 and 190�C. In each molded disc, the

area of the circular marker was divided into nine squares

(Fig. 1b). Cell distribution and substrate properties on the

left region (LR) and right region (RR) were used for

analysis.

2.2 Birefringence pattern analysis

Residual stress in PLLA can be detected using the photo-

elastic technique. The mechanism of the technology is that

the residual stresses inside the PLLA material will diffract

the incoming light and form interaction patterns, which are

related to the stress status inside the material [28].

Before cell culture, PLLA discs made at various

injection temperatures were examined by using a custom-

designed circular polariscope. The sample was located

between a pair of polarizing filters, which were

arranged orthogonally with respect to each other (Fig. 2).

A monochromatic light was used to produce isochromatic

fringe patterns throughout the test discs. The patterns

were photographed using a digital camera (Coolpix 4500;

Nikon Co., Tokyo, Japan). Quantification of the fringe

orders at any point are performed by counting the num-

bers of surrounding lines. Then, the residual stress status

of the model can been established using the stress-optical

law:

smax ¼
Nfr
2h

where N and h are fringe order and sample thickness,

respectively; smax is maximum shear stress; and, fr is the

optical constant of the model material. The thickness and

optical constant of all the injection-molded PLLA samples

were the same. Thus, the fringe order measured at any

point on the PLLA disc is proportional to the maximum

internal shear stress at that location. The fringe orders in

the left and right square regions were detected for com-

parison and analyzed.

Fig. 1 a Geometric size of the injected poly-L-lactide (PLLA) disc.

b NIH-3T3 fibroblast growth on the central circular surface of the

PLLA disc. The central marker was divided into nine squares. LR and

RR denote the left and right regions tested
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2.3 Contact-angle measurement

Differences in surface energy between left and right square

regions of the tested discs were evaluated using contact

angle measurements. The static water contact angles were

measured with water using a goniometer (KYOWR,

CA-VP 150, Japan), at room temperature. The droplet

images contacting the PLLA disc were acquired using the

digital camera connected to the eyepiece of a microscope.

The contact angle (h) was obtained through measurement

of the height and width of drops placed on the PLLA

surfaces using image-processing software (Image Pro Plus,

Media Cybernetics, Inc., MD, USA).

2.4 Cell culture

NIH-3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC CRL-1658) were used for all

of the tests. The test cells were maintained in Petri dishes

(Nunclon; Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) at a density of

1 9 104 cells/mL, and seeded in Dulbecco’s modified

Eagle’s medium (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA) supple-

mented with L-glutamine (4 mM), 10% fetal bovine serum

and 1% penicillin–streptomycin. Cell cultures were incu-

bated in 5% CO2 at 37�C and 100% humidity. This cell was

selected because it expresses mechanosensing characteris-

tics [14].

To test the effects of residual stress on cell distribution,

the cells (5 9 103 cells/mL) were cultured on the smooth

sides of the PLLA discs that were placed in 24-well

polystyrene tissue-culture plates. During seeding, cells

were carefully pipetted on the central markers of the PLLA

surfaces. After the cells were attached to the PLLA sur-

faces, an additional 250 mL of culture medium was added

to the culture wells. At 24 and 48 h, cell distributions in the

LR and RR of the PLLA surface were recorded using an

inverted microscope (Eclipse TS100l Nikon Co., Tokyo,

Japan) interfaced with the digital camera (Coolpix 4500,

Nikon). The cell numbers in the LR and RR were counted

using commercially available cell-counting software

(Image-pro Plus; Media Cybenetics Inc., Silver Spring,

MD, USA). Cell distribution was defined as the ratio

between the numbers of cells in a specific region relative to

the total number in the central circular marker. In each

experiment, data are presented as mean ± SD for four

samples. Cell distributions in the two regions were counted

and the differences were compared using Student’s t tests.

Probability values of \0.05 were considered to be

significant.

2.5 Scanning electron microscopy

Morphological changes of fibroblasts on the surfaces with

different residual stress values were assessed using scan-

ning electron microscopy (SEM). At 24 and 48 h, the

culture media were removed and the samples were rinsed

three times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS). For the

initial fixation, the cells were treated with 2.5% glutaral-

dehyde and 2% paraformaldehyde for 20 min and then

with 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 mol/L PBS for 30 min.

For postfixation, the sample cells were rinsed and treated

with 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 h. After fixation, the

samples were washed with PBS and dehydrated in an

ethanol series (70, 80, 90, 95, and 100%) in a critical point

dryer (HCP-2; Hitachi Ltd, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan).

Finally, a thin layer of gold was coated onto the samples in

a sputtering apparatus (IB-2; Hitachi Ltd, Chiyoda, Tokyo,

Japan). The morphological features of the cells were then

examined using a Hitachi S-2400 electron microscope

(Hitachi Ltd, Chiyoda, Tokyo, Japan). For each injection

temperature group, six samples were prepared and nine

fields each within the two regions were examined.

3 Results

The measured value of the contact angle was about 80�
when the injection temperatures were set at 170 and 180�C,

and significantly increased to 86–88� at an injection tem-

perature of 190�C. For each temperature group, statistical

analyses failed to demonstrate significant differences when

comparing the contact angle values between the LR and

RR (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Circular polariscope arrangement used for photoelastic

analysis
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Photoelastic analysis was used to measure the residual

stress in the injection-molded PLLA. Because the condi-

tions of injection molding were well controlled, the stress

patterns were highly consistent when comparing the inde-

pendent samples. In each temperature group, there were no

variations in fringe order among the four test discs. The

highest residual stress was observed around the injection

port and a point close to the left boundary of the circular

marker, and a gradient decreasing trend across the circular

marker was exhibited (Fig. 4). In contrast to the contact

angle measurement, the fringe order was highly sensitive to

the injection temperature. When the injection temperature

increased from 170 to 190�C, the fringe order measurement

decreased from 5 to 3 for the LR, and from 2 to 1 for the

RR (Fig. 5). The higher the degree of residual stress, the

greater is the birefringence. Therefore, we defined the area

within the LR as PLLA substrate with high residual stress,

and the RR as a substrate with low residual stress.

When comparing the cell distributions on the PLLA

substrates with high and low residual stresses after 24 h of

culture, we failed to find any significant difference in each

injection temperature group (Fig. 6a). However, the cells

cultured on the PLLA substrates with lower residual

stresses had higher cell distributions at 48 h (Fig. 6b). The

maximum difference occurred in the 180�C injection

temperature group. There were almost twofold higher

numbers of fibroblasts in the right (low-stress) region

(21.35 ± 0.938%) compared to the left (high-stress) region

(11.09 ± 2.00%) (p \ 0.01).

At 48 h of culture, the SEM images of fibroblasts

acquired from the high- and low-residual stress areas

showed distinct differences. Figure 7 shows example

images taken from the 180�C injection temperature group.

Although no obvious differences in cellular alignment were

identified between the high-residual stress (Fig. 7a) and

low-residual stress (Fig. 7b) areas in each injection tem-

perature group, the fibroblast cells in the low-residual stress

region expressed more abundant and extensive filopodia

contacting the substrate and communicating with each

other (Fig. 7b).

4 Discussion

The main challenge for investigators studying the effects of

substrate mechanical properties on cell behavior is how to

create substrates with well-defined surface properties, as

well as develop accurate measurement methods to quantify

their local mechanical properties [23, 29]. To create a

prestrained substrate, most investigators simply stretched

polymeric gel or deformed the substrate by applying force

on one end [10, 19, 21]. However, for quantitative

Fig. 3 Contact angle measured in the left region (LR) and right

region (RR) of the molded discs at various injection temperatures. No

obvious change in contact angle was found between the LR and RR

Fig. 4 Fields of isochromatic

fringe patterns of the poly-L-

lactide discs made at different

injection temperatures of a
170�C, b 180�C, c 190�C

Fig. 5 Detected fringe order in the left region (LR) and right region

(RR) of the molded discs made at various injection temperatures. The

measured values were strongly affected by injection temperature and

location
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analyses, these methods make it difficult both to create

controlled stress gradients in substrate samples and to

accurately measure their local mechanical properties. To

overcome these problems, injection-molded PLLA in

combination with photoelastic measurements was proposed

by Lee et al. Their results suggested that this system can

provide an effective system for mechanotaxis analysis [18].

The surface energy of biomaterials strongly affects cell

behaviors [1]. Accordingly, we detected the surface free

energy of the injection-molded PLLA and observed no

differences among the PLLA samples (Fig. 3), suggesting

that the changes in cell distributions on the PLLA were

decoupled from these factors. The complete process of

injection molding includes three stages, which are filling,

packing, and cooling. In the cooling stage, PLLA at various

locations passes through its glass transition temperature at

different times. Therefore, the PLLA exhibits different

levels of shrinkage at various locations, which results in

stresses [6]. Mechanically, residual stress in molded poly-

mer can be measured by observing its birefringence pat-

terns [24]. However, the high residual stress exhibited

around the injection port is due to overpacking of the

material; its stress distribution was uncontrolled and

unexpected (Fig. 4). Therefore, in this study, only the stress

patterns in the circular marker were used in the analyses.

Recently, many investigators demonstrated that residual

stresses have effects on the strain energy-related function

in human tissue. Especially, various strain-related variants,

including strain energy density, maximal principal strain

and volumetric strain have effects on bone structure [22].

For example, principal stress and residual stress in bone

tissue can be a mechanical trigger for inducing bone

remodeling [17, 26]. Additionally, when cultured on PLLA

substrate, the behavior of smooth muscle cells is affected

by the residual stresses of their substrate [25]. Our results

showed that cells concentrated more at regions with low

residual stress compared to regions with high residual

Fig. 6 Distribution of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts in the high- (LR) and low-

residual stress (RR) regions at 24 (a) and 48 h (b). **p \ 0.01 (n = 4

cultures)

Fig. 7 Scanning electron microscopy images of fibroblasts cultured

in the high- (a) and low-residual stress (b) regions of the test poly-L-

lactide disc at 48 h. In the right region (low residual stress), the cells

expressed more abundant filopodia contacting the substrate
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stress at 48 h of culture (Fig. 6b). However, this phenom-

enon was not observed at 24 h of culture (Fig. 6a). We

suggest that the distribution of cells occurs through the

effect of substrate strain not only by migrating toward a

region with higher flexural modulus as described previ-

ously [3, 4], but also by originating from a difference in

survival or growth rate of the cells between the regions.

The residual stress monitored in our sample disc was a

compressive stress due to the shrinkage of the PLLA. In

fact, finite element analysis demonstrated that for an

injection-molded article, in-plane tensile residual stress

tended to increase the stiffness, while compression stress

acted oppositely [7]. Thus, the mechanism by which cells

tended to distribute to the area with lower compressive

residual stress should be similar to durotaxis.

Residual stress is an important mechanical property that

correlates with the strain energy function in biological

materials [26]. The effect of interfacial free energy

between the cell and substrate is to stabilize cell mor-

phology, but the strain energy from intracellular and

extracellular forces tends to destabilize it [20]. Our results

also demonstrated that cells cultured on compressive

strained substrate changed their distribution without alter-

ing their morphology and alignment. These findings cor-

roborate the findings that durotaxis should be distinguished

from tensotaxis [5, 23].

In Fig. 7, although we did not find fibroblasts changing

their shape or alignment in a direction to meet the principal

strain of their surrounding environment as described

previously [10], we found that the cells in the region with

lower compressive residual stress expressed greater numbers

of filopodia than analogs in the high-stress region (Fig. 7b).

Cells react to changes in nanoscale topography by sensing

the traction force interfacing between filopods and substrate

[8]. Because the residual stresses arising in the PLLA must

result in small-scale strain on its surface, the cells on the

highly strained surface demonstrate more active tensotaxis

by interacting with the substrate using their abundant filo-

podia. The limitation of this study is that the observation of

filopodia expression was not quantified. However, the

ultrastructural images support the rationale that fibroblast

filopodia play an important role in mechanosensing.

In summary, we found that the abundance of fibroblast

filopodia was affected by residual stress signals, which

could be a consequence of the increase in cell density.
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